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The paper initiates a comprehensive conceptual framework for an integrated simulation environment for unmanned autonomous
systems (UAS) that is capable of supporting the design, analysis, testing, and evaluation from a “system of systems” perspective.
The paper also investigates the current state of the art of modeling and performance assessment of UAS and their components
and identifies directions for future developments. All the components of a comprehensive simulation environment focused on the
testing and evaluation of UAS are identified and defined through detailed analysis of current and future required capabilities and
performance. The generality and completeness of the simulation environment is ensured by including all operational domains,
types of agents, external systems, missions, and interactions between components. The conceptual framework for the simulation
environment is formulated with flexibility, modularity, generality, and portability as key objectives. The development of the
conceptual framework for the UAS simulation reveals important aspects related to the mechanisms and interactions that determine
specific UAS characteristics including complexity, adaptability, synergy, and high impact of artificial and human intelligence on
system performance and effectiveness.

1. Introduction

The increasing need of avoiding the exposure of humans to
“dull, dirty, or dangerous” [1] missions in conjunction with
the sustained multidisciplinary technological progress in the
past two decades is the main reasons behind the exponential
growth rate in the development, deployment, and operation
of unmanned autonomous systems (UASs). More than
twenty countries have invested substantial resources towards
the development and the manufacturing UASs for a wide
range of applications, both in the military and civilian
domains [2]. Although human personnel are part of the
overall system, the UAS includes as primary component one
or several unmanned vehicles (UVs) accomplishing their role
within the mission with different levels of autonomy, ranging
from remote control to fully automated mission completion
[3, 4] including adaptation and decision making in response
to changing operational conditions. Most UAS applications
rely on aerial vehicles (UAVs); however, land, maritime, and
space vehicles are also commonly used fulfilling primary

or secondary roles within the system. The US military has
currently more than 3 dozens of UAV platforms in service
[1] ranging from small size to full size aircraft with different
propulsion systems, including fixed wing UVs, rotary wing
UVs, and airship. The Predator and the Global Hawk (with
the Air Force), the Hunter (with the Army), and the Pioneer
(with the Marine Corps) are just a few of the best known.
More than 20 systems are based on unmanned ground
vehicles (UGVs) and more than 15 on maritime unmanned
vehicles (UMVs).

The requirement for increased complexity missions
and high levels of autonomy determines the current and
future UAS designs to become more and more systemic
and intelligent. The individual agents composing UAS are
numerous and sophisticated and feature different capabil-
ities and characteristics. Additionally, UASs are called to
operate within extended, uncertain, and, at times, extreme
environmental conditions, possibly in complicated socio-
political contexts for fulfilling missions and tasks requiring
high levels of intelligence. The novelty and complexity
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of individual agent characteristics and interactions within
and outside the UAS pose new challenges at all stages—
that is, research, design, testing, and operation—of the
product lifecycle. To fully benefit from the UAS systemic
characteristics and synergistic capabilities, methodologies at
each of the stages are necessary and need to be applied across
platforms, subsystems, operational domains, environments,
missions, and applications. These methodologies must be
based on a “system of systems” perspective addressing issues
related to the complexity, integration, communicability,
and interoperability within and outside the UAS. In this
context, the Department of Defense (DOD) Information
Technology Standards Registry (DISR) (formerly DOD Joint
Technical Architecture) [5] formulates a general framework
for information technology across all DOD systems. The
4D/RCS architecture [6] establishes a reference model for the
structure and organization of unmanned vehicles software to
ensure system integration, effectiveness, and interoperability.
In conjunction with such standards and architectures, the
Joint Architecture for Unmanned Systems (JAUSs) establishes
“a common language consisting of well-defined messages,
enabling internal and external communication between
unmanned systems” [7] providing a framework that is inde-
pendent with respect to vehicle platform, mission, computer
resource, technology, and operator use. This strategy adopted
for the design and operation of UAS must be extended to the
development of adequate simulation tools [8] that are called
to support the UAS developer in determining early to which
extent the desired capabilities of the entire complex system
within complex operational environments are reached. This
goal can be achieved if the mechanisms through which
characteristics of the subsystems—from within the UAS
and outside—impact the system performance are correctly
identified, thoroughly investigated, and well understood. Key
aspects to be addressed are interdependencies, robustness,
synergy, as well as the potential for developing dedicated
strategies, methodologies, metrics, and software for mod-
eling and testing through simulation. To face all these
challenges and find solutions to all these diverse, complex,
and systemic problems, simulation tools that are themselves
different in nature, complex, flexible, maintainable [9],
and designed from a “system of systems” perspective are
needed.

Typically, UAS modeling and simulation efforts have
been directed towards supporting specific applications and
were focused primarily on vehicle dynamics and control
[10–15]. Commercially available flight simulation packages
can be customized and used for limited-scope UAS analysis
[16]. Larger-scale efforts focused on generality, integration,
and interoperability include U.S. Army’s Multiple Unified
Simulation Environment (MUSE) [17], the Naval Air Systems
Command (NAVAIR) UAV Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehi-
cle (UCAV) Distributed Simulation Infrastructure [18], the
United States and United Kingdom joint distributed simu-
lation environment, Project Churchill [1], Boeing’s Man-In-
the-Loop Air-to-Air System Performance Evaluation Model
(MILAASPEM) [19], the MissionLab for the design and
testing of robotic configurations [20], and the Modular Semi-
Automated Forces (ModSAF) to evolve into OneSAF [21, 22].

The simulation tools currently available focus on lim-
ited/isolated design issues and/or on personnel training.
In general they are lacking the capabilities of addressing
the high complexity and systemic nature of UAS across all
types of agents, missions, operational, and environmental
conditions. They also fail to provide adequate means for
comprehensive testing and evaluation. In this effort, an
attempt has been made for laying the foundation towards
the formulation of a conceptual frame for an integrated UAS
simulation environment (UAS-SE) that will provide flexible
and comprehensive simulation tools for the development,
testing, verification, and validation of UAS. The main com-
ponents and their interactions are analyzed from a “system of
systems” perspective aimed for testing and evaluation (T&E)
of UAS across all operational domains to include all types of
vehicles, on-board and external mission equipment, individ-
ual agent intelligence, human operators and managers, static
and dynamic environment, communications and flow of
information, and different mission scenarios and objectives.
The availability of models and performance assessment tools
through simulation is investigated and directions for future
developments are identified.

In the next section, the main strategic objectives in
defining the conceptual framework are outlined. The top
level architecture of the simulation environment is shown
in Section 3. In Sections 4 and 5, the input and output
modules are described. The central components of the UAS-
SE grouped in the Simulation Nucleus are described in
Section 6 followed by conclusions and a list of references.

2. General Strategy for the Design of
the Conceptual Framework for the UAS
Simulation Environment

UASs typically consist of sets of sophisticated and different
entities including several categories of human personnel. A
comprehensive UAS-SE must model all these components
and include specific characteristics related to system intelli-
gence, complexity, autonomous operation, and collaborative
operation. A hierarchical modular structure must be defined
that is highly flexible such that it can be organized ad hoc
depending on specific simulation modes and combinations
of modes such as

(i) testing and evaluation,

(ii) system behavior analysis and prediction,

(iii) personnel training,

(iv) artificial intelligence components training,

(v) hardware in the loop simulation,

(vi) software in the loop simulation,

(vii) human in the loop simulation.

Specific simulation scenarios are associated with each of
these simulation modes. The capabilities of the UAS-SE
must allow the selection and the customized and flexible
formulation of these scenarios to include a variety of

(i) levels of agent and system autonomy,

(ii) levels of component models sophistication,
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Figure 1: UAS-SE—top-level system block diagram.

(iii) types of subsystem interaction,

(iv) types of missions,

(v) levels of risk and event occurrence probability,

(vi) levels of external agents and systems intelligence,

(vii) testing and evaluation objectives,

(viii) auxiliary and connected actions for system analysis.

The primary strategic requirements for the conceptual
frameworks can be summarized as follows.

(i) Address directly the complexity and systemic charac-
ter of UAS.

(ii) Ensure generality and completeness by including
all operational domains, types of agents, external
systems, missions, and interactions between compo-
nents.

(iii) Ensure flexibility and expandability through a mod-
ular architecture and standard internal interfaces
between components that allow further develop-
ment, additions, and modifications.

(iv) Accommodate testing and evaluation methodologies
pertinent to all domains relevant to the operation of
UAS.

(v) Manage uncertainties and dynamics of the environ-
ment and assessment of their effects on overall system
performance and operation.

(vi) Manage the evaluation of system synergy, effective-
ness, autonomy, and intelligence.

3. Top-Level Architecture of the UAS
Simulation Environment

The top-level block diagram of a comprehensive UAS-SE
is shown in Figure 1. The UAS-SE consists of a Simulation

Nucleus, an Input Module, and an Output Module operated
by two categories of personnel, the Simulation Human
Manager and the Simulation Human Operator. For specific
modes of operation of the UAS-SE, interactions with external
hardware and/or human operators are possible.

Prior to the simulation, the Simulation Human Manager
(SHM) provides all the necessary data for a complete
characterization of all systems and subsystems as well as the
complete menu of compatible simulation options according
to objective requirements and availability of data and/or
routines. Note that the SHM should not be confused with
other automatic/virtual “managers”, which are components
of the UAS or the external systems.

The Simulation Human Operator (SHO)—also referred
to as the “user”—interactively defines the simulation pro-
cess by providing specific information regarding the type
and number of system components, general simulation
mode, simulation sophistication level, specific objectives or
missions, general mission conditions, mission details, and
testing and evaluation scenario. Note that the SHO is a real
person using the simulation and must not be confused with
several other categories of “human operators” who are part
of the UAS and/or the external systems and are modeled
within the UAS-SE.

4. Input Module

The Input Module (see Figure 2) includes the following four
submodules:

(i) Operator Interface,

(ii) General Systems Data Files,

(iii) Simulation Manager,

(iv) Simulation Modes.

The Operator Interface consists of all the software
elements allowing user-program interaction for simulation
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Figure 2: UAS-SE—input module.

definition and initialization. User-friendly graphical user
interfaces are necessary to allow the setup of the simulation
scenario by selecting all the relevant parameters such as
simulation mode, number and type of system components,
mission type and details, level of complexity of individual
agent operation, and system integration.

The General Systems Data Files contain all the preloaded
information necessary for performing correctly the entire
set of eligible simulation configurations for all systems and
components. They are provided by the simulation human
manager.

The Simulation Manager submodule prepares the basic
simulation frame according to operator’s options. It identi-
fies the simulation configuration, monitors the compatibility
between operator’s interactive options and available data,
processes the data, and distributes them to the modules of
the Simulation Nucleus.

The Simulation Modes sub-module groups the simula-
tion scenarios in several categories—as listed in Section 2—
and manages the specific parameters and simulation config-
urations accordingly.

5. Output Module

The Output Module (see Figure 3) includes the following four
sub-modules:

(i) Output Manager,

(ii) Output Data,

(iii) Output Interface,

(iv) Evaluation Metrics.

The Output Manager organizes the selection, processing,
storage, and displaying of the data according to operator’s
options.

The content of the Output Data is the result of the
numerical simulation and their structure can be either
predetermined or specifically requested by the operator.

The Output Interface consists of all the software elements
allowing the program to present, display, and store the
numerical results of the simulation according to the user’s
needs and options.
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Figure 3: UAS-SE—output module.

The Evaluation Metrics sub-module processes the output
data to determine parameters relevant to performance and
effectiveness assessment based on user input and testing
and evaluation scenario. The metrics and mission scenarios
must be capable of capturing the systemic, adaptive, and
intelligent nature of the UAS. The UAS-SE must provide
the capability to assess component performance but also
subsystem and system synergy, in other words, evaluate the
impact of individual agent interactions and cooperation on
overall performance and capabilities.

With the assessment of overall operational effectiveness
as the ultimate objective, the T&E of UAS must address the
following issues assumed at all architectural levels, that is,
component, sub-system, and system:

(i) performance,

(ii) availability,

(iii) operational efficiency,

(iv) operational versatility.

Performance assessment implies the evaluation of the
level of agent/system significant capabilities in fulfilling its
designed role. Some of these capabilities are easily expressed
as physical quantities and form basic design parameters
such as maximum altitude and speed for an aircraft or
measurement accuracy for a sensor. Many such capabilities
of the individual components at the lowest hierarchical
level are embedded into the simulation through adequate
modeling. It is important to determine the level of compo-
nent performance throughout the operational envelope and
in the presence of extreme, adverse conditions as well as
after the occurrence of failures or malfunctions. The more
challenging task of defining metrics, algorithms, and testing
scenarios for quantitative evaluation of complex systems
is currently under investigation [23, 24]. First steps for a
general framework for multiagent performance evaluation
have been performed [25–27]. However, the formulation
of more appropriate general metrics and procedures needs
to be addressed. The assessment of the level of intelligent
behavior of the UAS and its impact on overall performance
is a key aspect. Both human and artificial intelligence must
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be considered for this task. Formulating metrics for this
purpose is very challenging considering that the mechanisms
of cognitive processes and intelligent behavior are not well
understood and adequate models are not yet available. In
recent years, significant efforts have been performed towards
the evaluation of human operator and UAS capabilities
such as situational awareness [28, 29], perception [30], and
human-robot team interaction [31, 32]. Although the social
implications of general robotic applications are occasionally
acknowledged [24], the social and political impact of UAS
has only been discussed in the context of acceptance of
airborne UAS into the unrestricted airspace [33]. However,
it is expected that UAS will affect more and more people
in more different ways. It should also be recognized that
the human decision process is very often influenced by
social, cultural, and political aspects. It is reasonable to
anticipate that artificial intelligence will have to incorporate
such features too. Therefore, it is necessary to consider
them in future comprehensive UAS-SE for proper modeling
of the decision process and for generalized performance
assessment.

Availability of UAS and its components is determined
by reliability, maintainability, and supportability. Reliability
can be defined as the expectancy for a system to accomplish
assigned tasks at a certain level of performance under a
specific set of conditions [34]. This characteristic can be
measured using the statistics of failure occurrence such as
mean time between failure or mean number of failure per
hour of operation [15, 35]. The failures are assumed to
prevent the completion of the task or reduce significantly
the level of performance. They can be classified as hardware
failures or the result of human or artificial intelligence
failures due to lack of situational awareness, wrong or
risky decisions, fatigue, and so forth. Maintainability is the
characteristic of a system to sustain continuous full capability
operation under normal corrective, predictive, or preventive
maintenance. Limited information is available in this area.
Metrics for software maintainability have been developed
[36]. Analytical models to assess the impact of reliability and
maintainability on service quality of mass-transit systems
were developed based on Markov chains [37]. The Supporta-
bility of a system can be essentially considered as its ability of
sustaining continuous full capability operation with reduced
logistical resources [38, 39].

Operational efficiency is determined by the amount and
complexity of maintenance, logistic support, and system
operations required to fulfill the UAS mission. Cost of
ownership and operation is also an important aspect to be
considered. Other evaluation metrics have been formulated
with respect to system operation only [31].

Operational versatility incorporates system character-
istics such as flexibility, adaptability, and composability.
Flexibility represents the capability of a system to perform
the same or very similar tasks with different components
and/or architectures. Metrics for flexibility evaluation were
proposed by Robby et al. [40]. Adaptability is the ability of
a system to modify, redistribute, or incorporate resources
to maintain a certain level of performance in the presence
of modified operational requirements, changes of internal
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Figure 4: UAS-SE—individual agent module.

parameters (such as failures), or different environmental
conditions. Metrics have been proposed for software archi-
tecture only [41, 42]. Finally, composability can be defined
as the capability of a system to use building blocks for
reconfiguration to achieve specific objectives [43]. This
concept has recently received substantial attention in relation
to the development of composable software and simulation
environments. However, assessment of composability level
for UAS has yet to be addressed.

It should be noted that the direct evaluation of UAS
availability, operational efficiency, and operational versatility
must be accompanied by an assessment of their impact on
the general performance capabilities.

6. Simulation Nucleus

The Simulation Nucleus includes six major components. The
first four modules form the UAS:

(i) Individual Agent Module,

(ii) Auxiliary Systems Module,

(iii) Mission Equipment Module,

(iv) UAS Management and Decision Module,

(v) Environment Module,

(vi) External Systems Module.

6.1. Individual Agent Module. All the components of the
Individual Agent Module are assumed to be parts of the UAS.
They are grouped in 5 sub-modules as presented in Figure 4.

(i) The Vehicle Submodule includes manned and
unmanned (tele-operated, automatic, autonomous) vehicles,
operating with different levels of autonomy and on-board
intelligence, in various environments, in the air [2, 44, 45],
on the ground [46], on sea surface [47], underwater [48],
or in space [49]. An example of a simplified Individual
Agent Module for an unmanned aerial vehicle is shown in
Figure 5. The sub-module includes models of the aircraft
general dynamics [50, 51] and subsystems such as on-board
sensors [52], actuators [53], landing gear [54], engine [55],
and control system [56, 57].
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(ii) The Fixed Entities Submodule includes—even if mob-
ile—field ground stations [58] possibly with operator inter-
faces [59], command centers, and communication relays.
Implementations of comprehensive models of these elements
within UAS simulations have not yet been performed.

(iii) The Humans Submodule includes all human per-
sonnel with active and passive attributions within the UAS.
Most efforts to model intelligent behavior are based on the
framework provide by Rasmussen [60]. In this sub-module,
aspects such as operator attention, information perception
and processing [61], human-machine interface issues [62],
and operator workload [63] are addressed.

(iv) The Communication Networks Submodule includes
node interactions, material pathways, information flow, and
processing. These aspects have been addressed mostly in
social-political contexts but not related to UAS. Analyses
for technical characteristics such as latencies and errors
are available for specific systems such as in Kongezos and
Allen [64] for wireless communications. Aspects of UAV

communications in urban environment are analyzed by Poh
[65].

(v) The World Model Submodule includes the representa-
tion of the external world of each individual agent as a result
of sensor fusion, intelligent data processing, and information
transfer with other individual agents within and outside the
UAS [66, 67]. The situational awareness of the system and its
components has its source in this sub-module.

6.2. Auxiliary Systems Module. The Auxiliary Systems Module
includes sub-modules representing systems whose action
may be considered passive in nature, or secondary, tem-
porary, limited in authority, limited in time, replace-
able/redundant, and so forth, from the point of view of
the UAS operation and/or the simulation environment. This
module includes the following sub-modules as presented in
Figure 6.

(i) Trajectory Planning Submodule. This sub-module
hosts algorithms to compute the desired trajectory subject
to an optimization process unless the trajectory is imposed
due to other requirements. To determine that trajectory is
an important feature of system autonomy and has received
careful consideration as part of the navigation and control
system development [68] resulting in a large variety of
methodologies and algorithms [69, 70].

(ii) Transportation Network and Subsystems. The deploy-
ment of UAS may include an important phase requiring
delivery of the UAS or some of its components to the
operational area.

(iii) Maintenance and Support. General frameworks for
the design, operation, and impact on performance of logis-
tics are developed [71]. However, modeling and simulation
for UAS performance assessment is not yet available.

(iv) Human operators. Modeling the human operator per-
forming auxiliary system tasks will address similar issues as
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modeling the human personnel part of the UAS, possibly at
a lower level of sophistication. This distinction is considered
necessary to allow more detailed analysis of performance and
component contributions to the complex system.

(v) Objective Mission Risk and Threats. One objective of
this sub-module is to manage the risk models associated with
the components of the UAS-SE and trigger events such as
failures or environmental conditions changes. These models
rely mostly on statistics of event occurrence given specific
conditions [72]. Another objective is to process data for UAS
mission risk assessment [73, 74].

(vi) Component failure, malfunction, and abnormal con-
ditions typically have a direct important effect on system
performance, capabilities, and mission success. Models for
certain classes of actuator and sensor failures affecting the
unmanned vehicle and on-board equipment are available
[75–77]. Malfunctions of human operators, at the level of
subsystem interaction, and man-machine interaction require
further analysis and modeling.

6.3. Mission Equipment Module. The Mission Equipment
Module has the following two main components as presented
in Figure 7:

(i) Mission Equipment Control Submodule,

(ii) Equipment Components Submodule.

The equipment that serves the purpose of the individual
agents or the UAS as a whole in conjunction with its mission
may consist of sensors and actuators, data acquisition system,
data processing system, weapon systems, robotic arms,
auxiliary robots, on-board laboratory, delivery systems, or
other payload. It should be noted that only those elements
and characteristics directly related to the UAS operation need
to be modeled and not necessarily the specific functioning of
the mission equipment systems.

6.4. UAS Management and Decision Module. The UAS Man-
agement and Decision Module incorporates models of the
most important features of human and artificial intelligence
required for the operation of the UAS. It hosts the following
processes as shown in Figure 8:

(i) UAS Management Submodule,

(ii) Individual Agent Intelligence and Decision Making,

(iii) Human Intelligence and Decision Making,

(iv) Intelligent Adaptive Control of Agents, Groups, and
Systems,

(v) Agent Status Self-Assessment.

The models in this sub-module focus primarily on cog-
nitive processes [78] leading to decision making [79–81],
situational awareness [29, 82], agent status self-assessment
[83], risk assessment, mission evaluation, system status asse-
ssment, mission redefinition according to system failure,
environment changes, and/or operator intervention [84].
The decision algorithms incorporate a certain level of
authority and multicriterial strategies. Artificial intelligence
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techniques such as fuzzy reasoning, machine learning, swarm
intelligence, and artificial neural networks can concur to
perform these tasks.

An important problem of UAS operation is the air
space management [1] (ASM). The main characteristics and
capabilities of the real UAS system in this respect must be
adequately present in the simulation environment. Using
faster than real-time parallel computation, the future states
of any dynamic sub-system within the simulation environ-
ment can be determined and used to model the “perfect”
situational evaluation and prediction tool. Known statistics-
based performance metrics of the real ASM system—such as
detection rates, evaluation error, accuracy—can be used to
alter the “perfect” system for a realistic simulation. However,
for ASM analysis and design, more accurate simulation
tools are needed. Advanced ASM development typically
relies on machine learning [85, 86] and a four-dimensional-
trajectory representation (position and time) [87, 88] to
support a variety of conflict detection and conflict resolution
algorithms [89–93].

6.5. Environment Module. The Environment Module (shown
in Figure 9) is expected to capture the complexity and
diversity of the operation domains that the UAS are/will be

called to cover. The models required for a comprehensive
implementation can be grouped in the following categories:

(i) Atmospheric Submodule,

(ii) Terrain and Underground Submodule,

(iii) Sea Surface Submodule,

(iv) Undersea Submodule,

(v) Extra-Atmospheric Submodule,

(vi) Urban and Indoors Submodule,

(vii) Social and Political Environment.

The first six sub-modules must include models of
physical characteristics and natural and artificial obstacles.
Autonomous operation implies high situational awareness
and adaptability with respect to the environment including
obstacle detection, identification, and evaluation followed
by avoidance [94]. Designing such a system is an extremely
challenging task. Simulating it may be less complex if its main
characteristics can be well estimated such as: computational
delay, accuracy, correct identification probability, and opera-
tional range.

Modeling the social and political environment for UAS
evaluation has not yet been attempted. However, there is
a growing concern with respect to issues such as impact
on the environment, impact on human general activity
(e.g., traffic), acceptability of “intelligent” robots, artificial
intelligence decisions with moral implications, collateral
damage, social perception, and acceptability of risks [95, 96].

Modeling environmental uncertainty, variability, extre-
me, and unusual situations is critical for a comprehensive
and detailed testing and evaluation.

6.6. External Systems Module. The External Systems Module
includes entities that are not part of the UAS or the
environment but interact with the UAS in a significant
manner for the purpose of the mission (shown in Figure 10).
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They are categorized as

(i) Targets,

(ii) Hostile External Systems,

(iii) Friendly and Neutral External Systems.

The target models must correspond to the on-board detec-
tion algorithms and provide pertinent information such
as infrared or radar signature to allow the performance
evaluation of the detection algorithms.

7. Conclusions

A comprehensive conceptual framework has been initiated
with the purpose of developing an integrated simulation
environment focused on the testing and evaluation of UAS.

The high-level structure and building blocks of the
simulation environment have been formulated based on
current and future required capabilities and performance.

The conceptual framework addresses directly the com-
plexity and systemic character of UAS. It empowers the
development of tools for performance and effectiveness
evaluation of highly adaptive intelligent systems.

The comprehensive simulation environment features a
high level of generality and covers a diversity of unmanned
autonomous systems and their missions over all operational
domains.

The current state of the art of modeling and performance
assessment of UAS and their components has been assessed
and needs and gaps identified for future investigation.
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